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Description

While front-end language Typescript provides build-time type-checks, there's no current action taken to ensure run-time type-safety

from-to back-end API.

Apart from extra safety measures like type guards (typeof|instanceof|etc), it'd desirable to have a type definition framework to share

between Python (now wer're enforcing type hints) and Typescript.

It seems there are libraries for handling jsonschema both in:

Typescript

Python: jsonschema (JSON schema to Python type hints), pydantic (generating JSON schema from Python type hints).

Additionally there are tools to extract json-schemas from OpenAPI/Swagger definitions, which would allow for an API driven

scenario.

The workflow would be more or less like this (as Python is our source of truth in terms of API):

1. JSON Schema -> {Python code, OpenAPI Schema, Typescript} (It seems there's no easy to way to export Python type hints to

JSON schema, but only the other way).

2. Or Python code -> JSON Schema -> {OpenAPI Schema, Typescript} (It seems there's no easy to way to export Python type

hints to JSON schema, but only the other way).

If we find the way to enforce type/schemas between C++ API and Python (as the initiative proposed by SebastianW), we might

ensure end-to-end type safety in Ceph.

Subtasks:

Feature # 46423: mgr/dashboard: Python runtime typechecking framework New

History

#1 - 07/25/2019 03:51 PM - Ernesto Puerta

- Description updated

#2 - 07/25/2019 03:55 PM - Ernesto Puerta

- Description updated

#3 - 07/26/2019 01:33 PM - Sebastian Wagner

Yeah, I'd go the OpenAPI Schema -> Python route, as there are plenty of tools to write those specs. And then possibly even auto generate some

python code.

#4 - 04/14/2021 09:58 AM - Ernesto Puerta

- Parent task changed from #40907 to #50320
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https://json-schema.org
https://github.com/YousefED/typescript-json-schema
https://pypi.org/project/jsonschema/
https://pydantic-docs.helpmanual.io/
http://www.tcpdf.org

